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PART I - OVERVIEW AND FACTS 

Overview of the Case 

1. During their deliberations on charges of first degree murder and attempted 

murder, the jury asked the trial judge: "We realize that this may be a ridiculous 

question ... We would like to clarify that the legal definition of 'to kill' is the 

same as 'to murder' thank you." On its face, the question called for an 

explanation, however brief, that the intent for murder distinguished "to kill" from 

"to murder"; and, on the facts in this case, that self defence could apply to murder 

and attempted murder and that the partial defence to murder of provocation 

became an issue if the crown proved intent to murder beyond any reasonable 

doubt. Instead, the trial judge simply referred the jury to his previous instructions. 

He did not explain or read any of them. 

2. In affirming the jury's guilty verdicts for second degree murder and attempted 

murder and dismissing Steven Neville's appeal, the majority of the Supreme 

Court of Newfoundland and Labrador, Court of Appeal found that the jury's 

question asked the trial judge to explain a distinction that did not exist becasue to 

kill means the same as to cause the death of. Therefore, the trial judge's response 

was adequate. The dissenting judge found that intent to murder was the critical 

issue in this case and that "the inference is inescapable that the jury sought the 

clarification they did because they were struggling with the issue of requisite 

intent for murder." The dissenting judge ruled that the trial judge erred in law by 

failing to address the intent for murder. The appellant relies upon this dissent in 

seeking a new trial. 

3. The basic facts are not in dispute in this case. In the early hours of October 9t
,\ 

2010, the appellant, Steven Neville, leapt from a slow moving car in Paradise, 

NL, a suburb of St. John's, to confront Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn, who were 

yelling and chasing him on foot. Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn ran towards Mr. 

Neville to attack him and he repeatedly stabbed both men. Mr. Dwyer survived 
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his wounds and Mr. Flynn died. However, the prelude to this confrontation is 

crucial to understanding Mr. Neville's defences of self defence and provocation

that over the course of six weeks in September and October, 2010, Mr. Dwyer, 

Mr. FlYlID or their associates endangered, assaulted, threatened, and insulted Mr. 

Neville. A review of this evidence in some detail is necessary to assess a proper 

response by the trial judge to the jury's third question as well as the significance 

of his alleged error. His response required an explanation of the intent for murder 

and, preferably, that the defences of self defence and provocation could apply if 

the crown proved intent for murder beyond any reasonable doubt. 

4. Steven Neville, Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn were part of a group of friends and 

acquaintances in their late teens and early twenties living in Paradise and Mount 

Pearl, NL, the twin city of St. John's. Ryan Dwyer (DOB June 6, 1991) and 

Doug Flynn lived together in September and October, 2010 (testimony of Ryan 

Dwyer Appellant's Record (AR), Vol. II, tab 22, p. 356 & 359). Mr. Dwyer had 

known Mr. Neville since Mr. Dwyer was six as they grew up around the comer 

from each other ibid p. 358. However, Mr. Dwyer testified that in August, 2010, 

his brother, Brandon, age 16, loaned Mr. Neville $65.00 and Mr. Neville 

attempted to repay Brandon with cocaine. Ryan Dwyer testified that "I didn't 

want my brother to get into that lifestyle, so I was pretty mad at that fact" ibid p. 

358. However, Ryan Dwyer acknowledged that he "probably" sold marijuana to 

Brandon and that the two of them discussed robbing Mr. Neville and beating up 

Michael Crant ibid p. 364 - 365. 

5. Michael Crant (DOB September 5, 1993) testified that Ryan Dwyer was upset 

with Steven Neville because Mr. Dwyer was "jealous" that Mr. Neville was 

making money from selling drugs while Mr. Dwyer had stopped selling because 

he feared that the police would charge him. Mr. Dwyer also believed the police 

may suspect that he was supplying drugs to Mr. Neville (testimony of Michael 

Crant Transcript AR Vol II tab 21 p. 329 - 330; p. 331 - 333 - see as well 
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testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 370 - 372). Kyle Miller (DOB 

January 22, 1994) also testified that he believed that Mr. Dwyer was jealous 

because Mr. Neville was selling drugs. After Mr. Dwyer stopped selling drugs 

(AR Vol. III, tab 28 p. 470 - 476) Mr. Neville took his "spot" ibid p. 472 - 473. 

Whatever the cause of Mr. Dwyer's animosity, he "set up" a robbery of Mr. 

Neville. 

6. On the afternoon of September 2, 2010, a Chris Rodd texted Ryan Dwyer: "set 

Neville up for me will ya?" Mr. Dwyer agreed at trial that this text meant "set 

Steven Neville up so I can rob him" (testimony of Ryan Dwyer, AR Vol. II, tab 

22, p. 372). Mr. Dwyer replied to Mr. Rodd's text: "will anyone else do it? Ifnot 

txt him and say my buddy wants some of his at maries (a convenience store) or 

something" RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 611. Mr. Rodd responded that he had 

"tried the people" and Mr. Dwyer said: "ya I don't hang out wit him though I hate 

him but at 6 I'll call everyone he chills wit and see who's he wit and where's he 

to" ibid p. 611, testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 373. During the 

evening of September 2, 2010, Mr. Dwyer texted Mr. Rodd that Mr. Neville was 

at the home of Hillary Pittman and later that Mr. Neville "got 3 grand on him and 

they dropped him off at Dominion" RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 612 & 613; 

testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 375 - 376. 

7. Ryan Nightingale (DOB July 8, 1992) testified that in the late summer or fall of 

2010, when he drove in his car in front of Hillary Pittman's house with Steven 

Neville as a passenger, Chris Rodd and Lyndon Butler drove up, cut him off, got 

out of their car, and tried to haul Mr. Neville out ofMr. Nightingale's car AR Vol. 

III, tab 29, p. 501. Mr. Butler punched Mr. Neville in the face ibid p. 501. Kyle 

Miller and Michael Crant, two other passengers in Mr. Nightingale'S car, testified 

that Mr. Rodd and Mr. Butler took their beer, smashed Mr. Neville's scales, and 

gave him a "couple of smacks" (testimony of Kyle Miller, AR Vol. III, tab 28, p. 

477; testimony of Michael Crant AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 334 - 335). 
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8. On the morning of September 3, 2010, Mr. Rodd texted Mr. Dwyer that: " .. .it 

was out in the middle of the road too sketchy but find out tonight again for me if u 

would". Mr. Dwyer replied: "yes man I hate that fucker he'll be going camping 

somewhere tonight too" RD#2, AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 614; testimony of Ryan 

Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 376 - 377. Later, on September 3 and on September 

4, 2010 Mr. Dwyer continued to text Mr. Rodd about where to find Mr. Neville 

(testimony of Ryan Dwyer, AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 378 - 384; RD#2 AR Vol. III, 

tab 42, p. 615- 620). 

9. During the evening of September 5, 2010, Doug Flynn texted Ryan Dwyer asking 

"yo man where r u 2." Mr. Dwyer replied: "Deer Park man me n Neville almost 

got in a fight I got a bat in my hand here." Mr. Flynn asked: " ... so r u gonna 

fight Neville." Mr. Dwyer responded "if he trys shit ya man I was already up in 

his face" RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 42 p. 621- 622. Mr. Dwyer testified that he was 

at a camp site outside of St. John's that evening where he heard that Mr. Neville 

planned to smash a bottle over his head AR Vol. II, tab 22 p. 360. Mr. Dwyer 

grabbed a baseball bat from his car and Mr. Neville "asked me why I had the bat 

and I said because you're going to smash a bottle over my head ... " ibid p. 360 -

36l. No physical altercation occurred ibid p. 362. Others testified about the same 

incident. Vicki French (age 21 in 2013) said that Mr. Dwyer wanted to fight Mr. 

Neville who told Mr. Dwyer that "if you put the bat down I'll fight ya." AR Vol. 

II, tab 23, p. 433; Martha Bennett (age 21 in 2013) said that Ryan Dwyer "flipped 

right out and took a bat and started hitting it off the ground and saying all this 

stuff about how he was going to beat (Mr. Neville) up and all this stuff' AR Vol. 

II, tab 18, p. 297; and Kyle Miller said that he saw Ryan Dwyer grab a bat from 

his car and approach Mr. Neville who "had nothing in his hands ... " AR Vol. III, 

tab 28, p. 478. 

10. On September 6,2010 Ryan Dwyer texted a Nick D, who had supplied him with 

cocaine and who subsequently supplied Mr. Neville (testimony of Ryan Dwyer 

AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 363 & 366). Mr. Dwyer stated "this is Dwyer man ur lil 
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buddy Neville is goin around bragging about he gets shit off you and tellin 

everyone where u works and shit." Nick D. replied: "I don't work? And whose 

running around after him? Lyndon Butler, Chis Rodd ... u know them ... Steve 

said bys are after him ... whats that about." Ryan Dwyer responded: "cause he 

fucked around he should stop runnin his mouth just man when he gets busted and 

rats ya out don't say I never told ya he got a big mouth." RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 

42, p. 624 - 625. Ryan Dwyer testified that he wrote these texts simply to inform 

Nick D. that he should not sell any more cocaine to Mr. Neville AR Vol. II, tab 

22, p. 367. 

11. During the evening of September 7, 2010, two cars, one driven by Chris Rodd, 

chased Vicki French as she drove her car with Megan Hedderson (age 21 in 

January 2013) and Mr. Neville as passengers. During the chase, which lasted a 

half an hour to forty minutes, beginning in Paradise and ending in downtown St. 

John's, speeds reached 120-l30 kilometers per hour when Mr. Rodd drove in the 

oncoming lane beside Ms. French's car (testimony of Megan Hedderson, AR Vol. 

II, tab 25, p. 455 - 458; testimony of Vicki French, AR Vol. II, tab 23, p. 436 -

441). Ms. French testified that the chase apparently ended because Mr. Neville 

arranged for cars with his friends to meet him downtown ibid p. 438 - 439. Ms. 

French stated that, during September and October 20lO, "there wasn't a day that 

went by probably that Dwyer wasn't looking for Steven .. .I could go over to Ryan 

Dwyer's house for five minutes and ... the whole time Ryan would be just asking 

me if 1 was talking to Steven ... ifRyan knew that 1 was talking to Steven he would 

probably, he would say something and get rotted with me" ibid p. 435 - 436 

However, "I could go out with Steven from 10 o'clock in the morning until 10 

o'clock in the night and not once would he ask me was 1 talking to Ryan, where 

Ryan was, it was as if they weren't even fighting ... " ibid p. 435. 

12. On September 10,2010, Brandon Dwyer texted Ryan Dwyer: 
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Haha ill set Neville up easy as fuck now within half hour if u want 
buddy 

Ryan Dwyer: later in the week or something 

Brandon Dwyer: Alright me hommie 

RD#2, AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 627 
AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 368 

13. On the morning of September 11,2010 Chris Rodd and Ryan Dwyer exchanged 

texts: 

Mr. Dwyer: did juice say something to you guys about Neville 

Mr. Rodd: He said don't rob him but if he don't stop ta1kin shit 
beat his ass why 

Mr. Dwyer: cause 1 heard about it man so fuck robbin him lets just 
stomp him man 1 wants to fuck him up man 

Mr. Rodd added that he had texted Mr. Neville the previous night and he had not 

replied. A minute later Mr. Dwyer texted Steven Neville asking: "how come ya 

won't text Rodd back by??" After the two men exchanged insults, Mr. Dwyer 

texted: "your gonna get killed mark my words bitch". Mr. Neville replied: "1 will 

do more than bottle you man you say anything to me I'll stab you .... trying to set 

me up I'll blow ur fuckin car up and you in it." A few minutes after this 

exchange, Ryan Dwyer texted Brandon Dwyer: "1m gonna kill him" RD#2 AR 

Vol. III, tab 42, p 628 - 629. Ryan Dwyer testified at trial "I never meant 

kill .. .it's just a figure of speech" AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 389. 

14. On September 17, 2010, Ryan Dwyer exchanged texts with his girlfriend 

Christina Butler (testimony of Ryan Dwyer, AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 390), who 

asked him to "call a truse with Neville". Mr. Dwyer responded: "no 1 hate him." 

Ms. Butler persisted in seeking a "truse" and Mr. Dwyer replied: " ... better not be 

talkin to him ... man Vicki (Vicki French) don't text me anymore? So how am 1 
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spose to talk to her when I see her wit Neville it rots me I aint callin no truse ... so 

frig off hastlin me. I hate that faggot and I hope he dies the most painful death in 

the world" RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 630 - 631. 

15. On the afternoon of September 18, 2010 Ryan Dwyer and Steven Neville 

exchanged texts in which Mr. Dwyer alleged that "I knows you got Cory's 

weed .... " Mr. Neville replied in part: "got no weed, faggot, but I'll have your 

T.V., ha, ha, ha pussy." Mr. Dwyer responded: "Ha, ha, ha, do it up, man do it, 

see what the fuck happens. You touch my T.V., Granny Neville's getting bent 

over." Mr. Dwyer testified that by "Granny Neville" he meant Mr. Neville's 

mother AR Vol. II, tab 22 p. 391. The two men exchanged threats ibid p. 392 -

393. Mr. Dwyer texted that he would fight one on one with Mr. Neville without 

weapons. Mr. Neville replied: "yeah weapons, bring one, you'll need it because I 

don't give a fuck about jail or killing a goof' ibid p. 393. 

16. On the evening of September 18, 2010, while eating at a restaurant in St. Philips, 

a suburb of St. John's, with Martha Bennett and Kyle Miller, Steven Neville 

apparently received a phone call from Doug Flynn. Ms. Bennett and Mr. Neville 

understood that Mr. Flynn was angry at Mr. Neville and they left the restaurant in 

Ms. Bennett's car (testimony of Martha Bennett AR Vol. II, tab 18 p. 298; 

testimony of Kyle Miller, AR Vol. III, tab 28, p. 479 - 480). Later when they 

were parked in Mount Pearl, Doug Flynn and a Josh Roome drove up, cut them 

off, and Mr. Roome came over and tried to open Martha Bennett's front passenger 

door beside Mr. Neville (testimony of Kyle Miller, AR Vol. III, tab 28, p. 480). 

Josh Roome and Doug Flynn had baseball bats and Ms. Bennett believed that 

Doug Flynn was wearing brass knuckles (testimony of Martha Bennett, AR Vol. 

II, p. 299 - 300). Ms. Bennett drove off and Mr. Roome and Mr. Flynn chased her 

in their car around Mt. Pearl and St. John's for at least an hour ibid p. 301. Mr. 

Flynn and Mr. Roome shook baseball bats and demanded that Ms. Bennett pull 

over (ibid p. 300 - 301) as they drove beside Ms. Bennett's car ibid p. 302. At 

one point, Ms. Bennett drove through a red light because one of the men came 
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after her car on foot ibid p. 303. Mr. Miller testified that "they had something ... 

that appeared to be a knife" AR Vol. III, tab 28, p. 481; and that, at one point, 

Doug Flynn hopped out of the car holding a bat ibid p. 481 - 482. 

17. At 9: 13 p.m. on September 18,2010 Mr. Neville phoned the Royal Newfoundland 

Constabulary reporting that: "they are being followed by a few guys with 

knives ... " see TW # 9 "Call Hardcopy" from RNC AR Vol. III, tab 38, p. 589; 

testimony of Cst. Thomas Warren, AR Vol. III, tab 37 p. 524 - 525; testimony of 

Kyle Miller AR Vol. III, tab 28, p. 483. Although Mr. Neville agreed to meet the 

police at a restaurant in Paradise, the police were not there when they drove by 

(testimony of Martha Bennett AR Vol. II, tab 18 p. 303 - 304). They eventually 

lost Mr. Flynn and Mr. Roome (ibid p. 304). 

18. Shortly after midnight on September 19,2010, a text from Doug Flynn's phone to 

Ryan Dwyer's stated: "Tell me if Neville is down talkin shit about what happened 

earlier cuz he's a bitch he ran for a hour and a half and im gunna kill him" TW#9 

AR Vol. III, tab 39, p. 590; testimony of Cst. Warren, Transcript AR Vol. III, tab 

35, p. 526 - 527. 

19. On September 20, 2010, Brandon and Ryan Dwyer exchanged texts: 

Brandon Dwyer: ill still set Neville up but would you be able to get 
that 65 he owes me. 

Ryan Dwyer: We can't set him up man he deals with crazy 
fucks ... and u wont get your money back but im beatin da fuck out 
of him very shortly. 

RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 632 

Ryan Dwyer testified about these texts that Nick D, his previous drug supplier and 

Mr. Neville's supplier in September 2010, had told him not to rob Mr. Neville AR 
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Vol. II, tab 22, p. 394 - 395 p. 23-24. Mr. Dwyer wanted Nick D to supply him 

again with drugs ibid p. 396 - 397. 

20. On September 20,2010, Ryan texted Vicki French: " ... man vick if your covering 

for Neville and know the truth about him robbing that weed you needs to tell me 

you actually do that dude." Vicki French replied: "I'm burning about that. Do 

you actually think it was him." Mr. Dwyer responded: "yes man everyone do." 

RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 633. Mr. Dwyer testified that drugs belonging to a 

person named Corey had been stolen but he forgot why he believed that Mr. 

Neville was responsible. He added: "I think Corey might have mentioned that he 

thought it was Neville that done it" AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 398. Mr. Dwyer also 

texted Michael Crant on September 20, 2010 and accused Mr. Neville of stealing 

Corey's marijuana. Mr. Crant testified that "there's no way Neville could've 

done it and that's what I was trying to explain to Dwyer. .. " AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 

336 - 339. 

21. On September 24, 2010, Ryan Dwyer texted Michael Crant: 

Mr. Dwyer: Where's Neville 

Mr. Crant: Why? 

Mr. Dwyer: funkin tell me or your getting beat up too bitch 

Mr. Crant: Wtf (what the fuck) I didn't do shit by 

Mr. Dwyer: I don't care you're a fuckin IiI shit disturber just like 
him where da fuck is he you punk 

Mr. Crant: How am I a shit disturber by ... 

Mr. Dwyer: cuz u hangs wit Neville so ur a shit disturbin lil bitch 

RD#2 AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 634 - 635 

Mr. Crant testified that, in these texts, "I was just trying to level stuff out so (Mr. 

Dwyer) wouldn't be after me ... " AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 340. 
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22. Shortly after lunch on September 30, 2010, Michael Crant was driving his car 

with Kyle Miller and Steven Neville as passengers on Topsail Road between St. 

John's and Mount Pearl NL when he passed Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn driving 

in the opposite direction. Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn turned around and started 

"chasing" Mr. Crant's car. Mr. Crant sped up, ran a red light on Kenmount Road 

in St. John's, and lost them (testimony of Michael Crant AR Vol. II p. 341 - 342). 

Mr. Crant stopped at a store in Paradise so Mr. Neville could purchase bear mace 

because "they were texting me telling me that I was a dead man basically, because 

I ran away ... " (ibid p. 343). The two groups agreed to meet to "settle it" because 

"it was a never ending battle" (ibid p. 343 - 344). They met at a service station on 

Elizabeth Avenue, St. John's where Mr. Neville left Mr. Crant's car and sprayed 

bear mace at Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn as they got out of their car (testimony of 

Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 399; testimony of Kyle Miller AR Vol. III, tab 

28, p. 48). Mr. Dwyer testified that Mr. Neville held the shaft of a hockey goalie 

stick (the blade was cut off) in addition to a can of bear mace AR Vol. II, tab 22, 

p. 399 & 400; and that the bear mace in his eyes was "pretty painful" and he 

washed out his eyes at the service station for 20-25 minutes ibid p. 401. Mr. 

Crant drove off with Mr. Neville and Mr. Miller ibid p. 401. Mr. Dwyer testified 

that he expected a fist fight with Mr. Neville (ibid p. 402) although Mr. Flynn, 

who was less affected by the bear mace, grabbed the baseball bat out of Mr. 

Dwyer's car ibid p. 401. By that point, Mr. Crant and the others were "long 

gone" ibid p. 401. 

23. Immediately after this incident, Ryan Dwyer texted Ryan Nightingale: 

Mr. Dwyer: guess who just bear mased me 

Mr. Nightingale: What? Who? 

Mr. Dwyer: Neville man ... he is donna die so bad man 

RD#2, AR Vol. III tab 42, p. 636 
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Mr. Dwyer also texted Kyle Miller: "he had his chance to fight one on one just 

then he used mace your fucked too bitch fucked. Don't text me u can't change 

my mind .... three of ye are dead, choose your friends better next time peace." 

RD#2, AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 637; and he texted Mr. Crant: "your fucked bitch 

you pocket wiener (Mr. Crant) and Neville watch your fuckin step." RD#2, ibid 

p.636. 

24. Doug Flynn texted Steven Neville on Facebook: "I would knock your block off 

with that bat ... " and later that " ... youre fucking dead." - see testimony of 

Amanada Arns, AR Vol. II, tab 16, p. 276 - 277 . 

25. On the morning of October 1, 2010, Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn went to Kyle 

Miller's home (testimony of Kyle Miller AR Vol. III, tab 28 p. 485) When Mr. 

Miller answered his door, Mr. Dwyer punched him in the face two or three times 

(testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 403 - 405). Mr. Dwyer testified 

that he was mad at Mr. Miller because, the day before, he "was in the back of the 

car laughing at... us getting bear maced." ibid p. 405. Mr. Miller added that Mr. 

Flynn rubbed a cloth with bear mace in Mr. Millers face and that the men kicked 

him in the face and stomach when he was on the ground AR Vol. III, tab 28, p. 

485 - 486. Mr. Dwyer texted Ryan Nightingale: " ... we beat Miller up Neville's 

gonna get a lot more than beat up" RD#2, AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 638. 

26. Later that morning, Mr. Dwyer called a "truce" with Michael Crant because he 

threatened to call the police (testimony of Mr. Crant AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 345; 

RD#2, AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 638). 

27. On October 5, 2010, Brandon Dwyer texted Ryan Dwyer: 

Brandon: Haha so imagine when I sees it. Omyy hahah some shit 
goin down this weekend alright. We're making a master plan for 
both them faggots u should c my pipe haha. Some crazy shits goin 
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down man u wont even wanna touch pocket (Michael Crant) when 
im well feel bad for the kid 

Ryan: hahaha I already got the plans 

Ryan Dwyer testified that by "plans" he meant a plan to begin selling drugs again 

AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 406 - 407. 

28. On the afternoon of October 8, 2010 Ryan Dwyer was driving with his girlfriend 

Christina Butler when Martha Bennett drove past with Steven Neville in her car 

(testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 408 - 409). Mr. Dwyer testified 

that Mr. Neville made two throat slashing gestures and Mr. Dwyer pointed at Mr. 

Neville and asked Ms. Butler if she had seen the gestures ibid p. 409. Ms. 

Bennett testified that Ms. Butler and Mr. Dwyer were the ones who made hand 

gestures - one "putting up a gun" and the other slashing the throat - although she 

could not recall who made which gesture AR Vol. II, tab 18, p. 304 - 307. Mr. 

Dwyer drove to Paradise and Christina Butler purchased bear mace for him 

(testimony of Ryan Dwyer, AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 410 - 411). Mr. Dwyer texted 

Doug Flynn: 

Mr. Dwyer: ... I just seen Neville man I fuckin hate him uggh I 
wanna fuckin kill him. 

Mr. Flynn: im getting loaded up in the woods haha 

Mr. Dwyer: when you comin back im getting that bastard tonight 
man 

RD#2, AR Vol. III, tab 42, p. 639 

Mr. Dwyer testified that "that bastard" meant Steven Neville but that "I wanna 

fuckin hill him" was "just a figure of speech" AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 412 - 413. 

29. Between 8:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. that evening when Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn 

were at home, Mr. Dwyer posted on his Facebook page as a "status update": "kick 
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in the door waving the four four all you heard Granny Neville saying don't hit me 

no more ha, ha, ha" (testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 416). Mr. 

Dwyer testified that this was a line from a rap song by Notorious B.I.G to which 

he had added "Granny Neville" and "ha, ha, ha" ibid p.416; and that the post was 

not meant as "direct threat" but as a "cheap shot" ibid p. 417. Mr. Dwyer stated 

that just after he posted his update he believed he was present when Doug Flynn 

posted a status update on his Facebook page: "Neville tried to bear mace me. I'm 

a blow him off the map ASAP." ibid p. 418. 

30. Later that evening, Ryan Dwyer texted Stephen O'Brien (DOB November 12, 

1992) (testimony of Stephen O'Brien AR Vol. III, tab 30, p. 503) in Paradise: "Yo 

what up is Neville at ur house cuz if he is im comin down and fighting him." Mr. 

O'Brien replied: "Hes not here man he was but he left." ibid p. 504. 

31. Martha Bennett testified that late on the evening of October 8, 2010, she spoke by 

phone to Steven Neville AR Vol. II, tab 18, p. 308 - 309 p. 74-75. Mr. Neville 

"was snapping, like he was flipping out and he was like, oh, I'm going to snap 

and I can't believe they'd do something - that he'd say something like that, and 

he (Neville) has said he was going to kill ... Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn" ibid p. 

310 - 311. Between 11 :04 and 11 :06 p.m, Ms. Bennett and Mr. Neville exchanged 

texts: 

Ms. Bennett: Man the decision's you make today will affect you 
for the rest of your life. Please don't have to call me from jail. But 
if anything happens please call me 

Mr. Neville: This is it there dead dead dead im stabbing them till 
they say truse til they squirt blood 

MB # 1 AR Vol. III, tab 41, p. 607 - 609 
AR Vol. II, tab 18, p. 311 

32. Brittany Whitty (DOB July 17, 1991) Steven Neville's former girlfriend (AR Vol. 

III, tab 36, p. 533 - 534) testified that she went to a party at Steve O'Brien's on 

the evening of October 8, 2010, where she received a phone call from Mr. Neville 
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ibid p. 536. He asked whether she had seen Ryan Dwyer's Facebook status ibid 

p. 536. Ms. Whitty told him "don't let it get to you." A little later Ms. Whitty 

saw Mr. Neville at Mr. O'Brien's and "I could tell by the look on his face that he 

was mad ... " ibid p. 536. 

33. Between 1 :30 - 2:00 a.m. October 9, 2010, Steven O'Brien asked Sean Ripco 

(DOB July 7, 1993) Steven Neville, Kyle Miller, Michael Crant and Craig 

Gorman to leave his home (testimony of Sean Ripco, AR Vol. III, tab 32, p. 510, 

testimony of Michael Crant AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 346). Mr. Crant drove the 

group to the end of a dead end street in Paradise where they smoked cigarettes 

(testimony of Michael Crant AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 347). Mr. Neville left the car 

and was "flipping out, yelling and appeared angry" ibid p. 347 - 348; and see 

testimony ofMr. Ripco, AR Vol. III, tab 32, p. 511. 

34. Sometime around midnight on October 9, 2010, Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn 

went with Ryan Nightingale and others to bars on George St., St. John's where 

they met Vicki French, Hillary Pittman and Megan Hedderson (testimony of Ryan 

Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 418 - 422). Mr. Dwyer described his level of 

impairment as "seven out of ten" (ibid p. 421) and testified that he carried a roll of 

pennies "just put in my fist if I got in a fight downtown" ibid p. 422. The group 

got cabs and went to Steve O'Brien's in Paradise at about 2:20 a.m. but Mr. 

O'Brien would not allow them in the house ibid p. 423 - 424. 

35. Meantime, Michael Crant drove Steven Neville, who was seated in the front 

passenger seat while Kyle Miller, Sean Ripco and Craig Gorman were in the back 

seat, from the dead end in Paradise around the "loop" (testimony of Michael Crant 

AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 349, 351 & 352) and passed by Steve O'Brien's house. Mr. 

Crant slowed down because the alarm in Brittany Whitty's car was going off ibid 

p. 349, 350, & 352. Mr. Crant saw Ryan Dwyer and Doug Flynn standing in front 

ofMr. O'Brien's home ibid p. 350 & 352. 
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36. Ryan Dwyer testified that he was standing in front of Mr. O'Brien's home with 

Doug Flynn, Megan Hedderson, Hillary Pittman, Vicki French and Ryan 

Nightingale AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 424. He saw Steven Neville seated in Mr. 

Crant's car as it drove by the home and he ran after it with Mr. Flynn following 

close behind him ibid p. 424 - 425. Vicki French testified that Mr. Dwyer yelled: 

"Is Neville in that car. Let's go get him. Come on Doug, let's run" AR Vol. II, 

tab 23, p. 442. Ryan Nightingale testified that Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn "were 

screaming out his (Neville's) name and stuff' AR Vol. III, tab 29, p. 496. Hillary 

Pittman testified that Ryan Dwyer "screamed something at Doug along the lines 

of 'there's Neville, let's get him' or 'Let's do this'" AR Vol. III, tab 31, p. 506. 

37. Craig Gorman, a passenger in Mr. Crant's car, testified that Mr. Neville wanted 

Mr. Crant to stop the car and Mr. Neville jumped out of the car as it was still 

moving AR Vol. II, tab 24, p. 449 - 450 - see as well testimony of Sean Ripco 

Transcript AR Vol. III, tab 32, p. 512; Vicki French AR Vol. II, tab 24, p. 444, & 

Ryan Nightingale AR Vol. III, tab 29, p. 495. Ryan Dwyer testified that Mr. 

Neville leapt from the car when it was 50 - 70 feet past Mr. O'Brien's house and 

moving at 10-15 kilometers an hour AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 425. Mr. Neville, Mr. 

Dwyer and Mr. Flynn "ran at each other. .. Ryan Dwyer got there first" (testimony 

of Ryan Nightingale AR Vol. III, tab 29, p. 497). Ms. French testified that Mr. 

Neville and Mr. Dwyer were in a "fist fight" as they were "swinging their arms at 

each other" AR Vol. II, tab 23, p. 445 - 445. Mr. Nightingale, Megan Hedderson 

and Hillary Pittman believed that Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Neville were in a "fist 

fight" (respectively AR Vol. III, tab 29, p. 497; AR Vol. II, tab 25, p. 459, & AR 

Vol. III, tab 31, p. 507). 

38. Ryan Dwyer testified that, about a foot or two before Mr. Neville reached him, he 

saw a knife in Mr. Neville's hand and Mr. Dwyer put his left arm up to defend 

himself AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 425: 
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And he started stabbing - he stabbed me in the arm twice. I turned 
around to run away because I had no other self-defence, I had to 
turn around and run away. So I turned around to run away and as I 
turned, he stabbed me in the back three times as well, and when he 
did that, I kind of turned back around as a reaction, and tripped 
over the curb and I landed on my elbows facing the street. 

AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 425 

Photographs introduced at trial showed three stab wounds to Mr. Dwyer's left 

arm, and two to his back - TW#3 see as well testimony of Cst. Thomas Warren 

AR Vol. III, tab 35 p. 529 - 531, testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 

431. Ryan Nightingale (AR Vol. III, tab 29, p. 497) Megan Hedderson (AR Vol. 

II, tab 25, p. 460) and Hillary Pittman (AR Vol. III, tab 31, p. 507) saw Mr. 

Dwyer fall down. 

39. Ryan Dwyer testified that he saw Steven Neville and Doug Flynn in the street: 

And Steve was stabbing him in the chest and stomach area, and 
Doug was punching him in the chest and head area. He missed a 
lot, but connected on a few, and I just heard Steven scream, "Ah", 
like that, and took an overhand swing and stabbed him in the 
temple, and Doug just collapsed, and Steven just yelled, "I'm 
crazy, I'm crazy" and then ran off. 

AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 425 - 426 

40. Ryan Nightingale testified that he ran towards the fight but backed up after he saw 

Mr. Dwyer fall because he saw that Mr. Neville was holding a knife AR Vol. III, 

tab 29, p. 498. Mr. Nightingale testified that "Doug was punching him and I think 

he (Neville) was stabbing Doug in the stomach and I just remember he (Neville) 

screamed and stabbed him in the head ... It was like a roundhouse motion ... kind of 

flipped his hand and around and just caught him in the side of the head" ibid p. 

498 - 499. 
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41. The stab wound to the "left head skull" was fatal as the knife entered the brain 

and caused a stroke (testimony of Dr. Simon Avis, AR Vol. II, tab 17, p. 279 -

280). In addition to this stab wound, Mr. Flynn suffered two "sharp force" 

wounds to the back of his head, a stab wound to his left chest, two "incised" 

wounds to his right forearm, a superficial cut to his right hand and various 

abrasions and bruises ibid p. 282 & Autopsy Report by Dr. Simon Avis, AR Vol. 

III, tab 40, p. 595 - 596. Photographs of Mr. Neville taken on October 9, 2010 

showed abrasions by his left wrist and left thumb - testimony of Cst. Alastair 

Mesh AR Vol. III, tab 27, p. 467 - 468. 

42. Vicki French testified that, after Doug Flynn collapsed, Steven Neville was 

running down the street yelling "this is what you wanted, like, you were after me 

for four months. I think he said I'm going away for life for this or something 

along the lines ofthat" AR Vol. II, tab 23, p. 446. Ryan Nightingale testified that 

Mr. Neville yelled "He's after me for four months, look what happens" AR Vol. 

III, tab 29, p. 499. Anthony Keeping, a resident of the street who observed the 

fight through his bedroom window, testified that a person, apparently Mr. Neville, 

yelled very loudly after the fight: "Are you coming after me ... as though he was 

proud of what he had done" AR Vol. III, tab 26, p. 462 - 465. 

43. While caring for Mr. Dwyer as he lay on the sidewalk, Hillary Pittman called 911 

(testimony of Hillary Pittman, AR Vol. III, tab 31, p. 508). 

44. Although Michael Crant pulled over and stopped his car just up from Mr. 

O'Brien's home, the fight was apparently over when Kyle Miller, Craig Gorman 

and Sean Ripco got out of the car (testimony of Kyle Miller, AR Vol. III, tab 28, 

p. 492; testimony of Craig Gorman AR Vol. II, tab 24, p. 451 - 452; and 

testimony of Sean Ripco AR Vol. III, tab 32, p. 513 - 514). 

45. Craig Gorman testified that he approached Steven Neville, who was standing in 

the middle of the road, and asked him what happened. Mr. Neville said "he 
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stabbed him". Mr. Gorman asked for the knife, Mr. Neville gave it to him, and 

Mr. Neville "took off' AR Vol. II, tab 24, p. 452. Mr. Gorman eventually laid the 

knife on the sidewalk ibid p. 452. 

46. Mark Bowen (DOB March 2, 1989), who was inside Mr. O'Brien's home, came 

outside and saw a knife laying on the sidewalk a couple of feet from Doug Flynn 

(testimony of Mark Bowen, AR Vol. II, tab 19, p. 318 - 319). Mr. Bowen testified 

that the knife looked similar to one Steven Neville had a couple of weeks earlier 

at Ryan Nightingale's home (ibid p. 319 - 322) when Mr. Neville said that he had 

the knife for "my own protection" ibid p. 320. However, Kyle Miller testified 

that the knife the police seized from the sidewalk at the scene (TW# 1) was his 

knife which was stolen while he lived with Doug Flynn and Ryan Dwyer in mid

September 2010 AR Vol. III, tab 28, p. 489 - 491. 

47. Kyle Miller left the scene with Steven Neville on foot and Michael Crant later 

picked them up in his car (testimony of Kyle Miller, AR Vol. III, tab 28 p. 492 -

493). Mr. Crant drove them and Sean Ripco to Kyle Miller's home (testimony of 

Michael Crant AR Vol. II, tab 21, p. 353 - 354). Sean Ripco testified that "I can 

kind of remember" that Steven Neville told him at Kyle Miller's home that Mr. 

Flynn and Mr. Dwyer came at Mr. Neville first and he "saw no way out of it." AR 

Vol. III, tab 32, p. 515 - 517. 

48. Police and emergency personnel arrived at the scene at 2:42 a.m. (testimony of 

Cst. Stephanie Carter AR Vol. II, tab 20, p. 324). Craig Gorman showed Cst. 

Carter the knife lying on the sidewalk near where Doug Flynn had been laying 

ibid p. 325. Laboratory testing identified Doug Flynn's blood on the blade of this 

knife (testimony of Thomas Suzanski AR Vol. III, tab 33, p. 519). 

49. Around this time, Brittany Whitty was in Mr. O'Brien's home where she received 

telephone calls from Steven Neville (testimony of Brittany Whitty, AR Vol. III, 
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tab 36, p. 537 - 538). At trial, Ms. Whitty adopted her statement to the police 

about what Mr. Neville said: 

He said Doug and Ryan ran over to him swinging arms. He said 
that, he said that Ryan was standing in front of him. He said he 
was - he fell to the ground. He said he's not sure, but someone hit 
him. He said he fell to the ground. Steven told me that - he said 
someone - he said it happened so fast. He said someone hit him. 
He said he looked up and he thought, he thought he seen Doug 
with something in his hand." 

AR Vol. III, tab 36, p. 541 - 542 

Ms. Whitty added that Mr. Neville said: "They pushed me. They pushed 

me ... They wouldn't stop." ibid p. 537. 

50. Martha Bennett received a phone call from Steven Neville around 2:00 to 2:30 

a.m. (testimony of Martha Bennett, AR Vol. II, tab 18, p. 312). Ms. Bennett 

testified that Mr. Neville "was panicking and he was, like, oh, I think I just killed 

Ryan Dwyer. .. " ibid p. 312. At 2:45 a.m., Mr. Neville texted Ms. Bennett: "I'm 

done for life keep it low" ibid p. 313 & M.B. # 1 AR Vol. III, tab 41, p. 610. 

51. Ms. Bennett testified that she met Mr. Neville at Paradise Elementary AR Vol. II, 

tab 18, p. 314 - 315. Ms. Whitty testified that she met Ms. Bennett, Mr. Neville 

and Kyle Miller there as well AR Vol. III, tab 36, p. 538. Mr. Neville was saying 

"I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I don't know what I did" ibid p. 538. They drove Mr. 

Neville to his horne ibid p. 539. 

52. At 9:30 a.m., October 9,2010 Cst. leffThistle arrested Steven Neville in Mount 

Pearl (testimony of Cst. Thistle AR Vol. III, tab 34, p. 521). The officer testified: 

I did say something to the effect of what was this all over, Steven, 
like this is, I don't understand what this is all over and he told me 
that it was over foolishness. They carne after me with knives, bats 
and guns. Actually one of them had a gun is what he said. At 9:30 
or 9:43, I guess it was, they, he said that they attacked him and he 
had to defend himself and he asked me what would you have done. 
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I explained to Steven Neville at 9:45, I said that one of these 
individuals may in fact die. He was seriously injured and his 
response was that, well they were going to kill me or one of them 
were going to die. 

AR Vol. III, tab 34, p. 522 

53. At 11 :00 a.m., Cst. Thomas Warren interviewed Steven Neville at the 

Headquarters of the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary - see transcript of 

statement TW#8 AR Vol. III, tab 37. Despite asserting his right to silence, Mr. 

Neville commented on both the stabbing on October 9 and pervious incidents: 

What happened? They tried to, they tried to kill me. 

AR Vol. III, tab 37 p. 556 

... I got to see my doctor every twice a week. Weeks down the 
fuckin road man tries to get jumped with bats and shit. They had a 
knife. 

ibid p. 559 

I was loaded last night, right? 
Ibid p.559 

Fuckin threatens me, they calls my house, they told my mother she, 
they're gonna kill her. My girlfriend printed off that today ... 

ibid p. 560 

... puts on my Facebook, oh were gonna kick in your door and 
watch that, Granny Neville saying don't hit me no more and all 
that bullshit. .. 

ibid p. 560 

I'll get locked up for funkin defending myself 

ibid p. 560 

Two weeks ago Doug got mad almost broke out (Martha 
Bennett's) window with a bat and held a knife up like he wanted to 
kill me, like this. They tried to get in my house. Like what am I 
doing? I walks down the road and tries to get jumped. 

ibidp.561 
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But like no he just keeps going up to me, like comin up to me with 
bats and shit like. 

ibid p. 564 

.. .I don't own a knife. 
ibid p. 581 

I never jumped out of a vehicle, not once. 

ibid p. 582 

I was in (Michael Grant's) car last night I went in no car this 
mommg. I wasn't in his ... .1 was home at one o'clock. 

ibid p. 582 

54. Doug Flynn died on October 10,2010 (testimony of Dr. Simon Avis, AR Vol. II, 

tab 17, p. 279). Ryan Dwyer spent a week in hospital for treatment of a collapsed 

lung, two punctured lungs, two stab wounds to his back and three to his left arm 

(testimony of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. II, tab 22, p. 431). 

Pre-Charge Rulings 

55. On January 25 & 28, 2013, Thompson J. ruled that he would instruct the jury on 

the defence of self defence and the partial defence of provocation - see decisions 

at AR Vol. I tabs 2 and 3. The history of threats, insults and physical altercations 

involving Ryan Dwyer, Doug Flynn and Steven Neville was a factor in both 

decisions - see AR Vol I tab 2, p. 3 para 8 & tab 3, p. 8 para 14. 

Counsel's Summations and Judge's Charge to Jury 

56. In his summation, defence counsel sought an acquittal to 1 st degree murder based 

on self defence rather than a not guilty verdict to murder but a guilty verdict to 

manslaughter based on provocation or a combination of provocation and self 

defence AR Vol. I tab 4, p. 11, 63, & 64. He also argued for an acquittal of 
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attempted murder based on self defence ibid. In his summation, crown counsel 

argued that neither self defence nor provocation applied to the evidence A.R. Vol. 

I tab 5, p. 78 - 80, p. 83 - 84. He sought convictions for 1 st degree murder and 

attempted murder ibid p. 89 - 90. 

57. Near the beginning of his charge to the jury on January 30th
, 2013, Thompson 1. 

stated that: "You must decide, looking at the evidence as a whole, whether the 

crown has proven Steven Neville's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt." AR Vol. I 

tab 6, p. 98. In instructing the jury on the elements of first degree murder, 

Thompson J. stated that: "If you are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt of all of 

these elements, and you have no reasonable doubt considering the defence of self 

defence, about which I will instruct you, you must find Steven Neville guilty of 

first degree murder." ibid p. 149. He made a similar comment about the elements 

of attempted murder - that the jury must consider the defence of self defence and 

provocation in deciding whether the elements were proven ibid p. 155 - 156. As to 

the intent for murder, Thompson J. stated that the jury must not draw the 

inference that Mr. Neville intended to kill "if on the whole of the evidence, 

including the defences, you have a reasonable doubt whether Steven Neville had 

one of the intents required for murder. In particular consider whether this 

evidence causes you to have a reasonable doubt about whether Steven Neville 

knew that Doug Flynn was likely to die." ibid p. 152; and as to the intent for 

attempted murder, he stated that the jury "may also consider in this case whether 

Steven Neville ... was provoked to the extent that he might not have contemplated 

the consequences of his actions." ibid p. 156. Near the conclusion of his charge, 

Thompson J. gave separate instructions on the elements of self defence and 

provocation and separate reviews of the evidence related to each defence. ibid, p. 

163 - 171 & p. 182 - 187. In part, he instructed on the defence of self defence that 

"Steven Neville is justified in killing or causing grievous bodily harm to defend 

himself' ibid p. 163; and on the defence of provocation that: "A killing that would 

otherwise be murder is reduced to manslaughter if the person who committed it 

did so in the heat of passion caused by sudden provocation ... " ibid p. 183. 
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58. Thompson J. gave the jury a "Decision Tree" on "Planned and Deliberate First 

Degree Murder" AR Vol. I tab 7, p. 199. 

59. In addition to the decision tree on first degree murder, Thompson J. gave the jury 

written instructions on the elements of first degree murder, attempted murder, 

aggravated assault, self-defense, and provocation AR Vol. I tab 7, p. 198 - 213. 

He did not give the jury written instructions on the elements of second degree 

murder or manslaughter. However, he addressed the two intents for 2nd degree 

murder orally in his charge - "either one, that Steven Neville meant to cause 

Doug Flynn's death, or two, that Steven Neville meant to cause Doug Flynn 

bodily harm that he was likely to cause his death and was reckless whether death 

ensued or not." AR Vol. I tab 6, p. 151 - 152. He did not address the elements of 

manslaughter in his charge aside from saying that: "Unless you are satisfied 

beyond a reasonable doubt that Steven Neville had the intent required for murder, 

you must find Steven Neville not guilty of murder, but guilty of the included 

offence of manslaughter, and you'll see that on the diagram (decision tree) I've 

given you." ibid p. 152. 

60. Defence and crown counsel stated that they were satisfied with Thompson J.'s 

instructions to the jury AR Vol. I tab 6, p. 188. 

Jury's Questions and Verdicts 

61. On January 31 S
\ 2013, during its first full day of deliberations, the jury asked 

Thompson J. three questions. 

62. Question # 1 was: 

With respect to: "was Steven Neville's murder of Doug Flynn both 
planned and deliberate?" 
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Does the plan have to be to murder Doug Flynn, or can it also be a 
plan to cause grievous bodily harm to Doug Flynn that can result in 
his death? 

AR Vol. I tab 8, p. 214 

Thompson 1. replied that: 

" ... to prove that Steven Neville had the intent required for murder, 
the crown must prove beyond a reasonable doubt one of two 
things: either (1) that Steven Neville meant to cause Doug Flynn's 
death or (2) that Steven Neville meant to cause Doug Flynn bodily 
harm that he knew was likely to cause his death and was reckless 
whether death ensued or not ... " 

63. Question # 2 was: 

Instructions: 4th section 

Please define Deliberate 

Instructions: 5th section 

Please define Provocation 

AR Vol. I tab 9, p. 218 

AR Vol. I tab 8, p. 215 

Thompson 1. replied that deliberate meant "considered, not impulsive, slow in 

deciding" and that provocation meant "a wrongful act or an insult that is of such a 

nature as to be sufficient to deprive an ordinary person of the power to self

control is provocation. For the purposes of this section, if the accused acted on it 

in the sudden and before there was time for his passion to cool." AR Vol. I tab 9, 

p. 222 - 223. 

64. At 5:57 p.m., at least eight hours after the jury began deliberations, Thompson 1. 

opened court to address their third question: 
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We realize that this may be a ridiculous question ... We would like 
to clarify that the legal definition of "to kill" is the same as "to 
murder" thank you. 

See Appearance Detail Report, 
AR Vol. II tab 15, p. 269 - 271 

Jury Question, 
AR Vol. I tab 8, p. 216 

Thompson J., crown counsel, and defence counsel discussed what the jury meant 

by this question -whether it was addressing first degree murder, the intent for 2nd 

degree murder, manslaughter and attempted murder, the elements of provocation 

or some combination of these AR Vol. I tab 9 p. 224 - 234. Defence counsel 

asked whether Thompson. J. was "inclined to ask them to be more -what context 

they're talking about, or?" ibid p. 229. Thompson J. replied that the jury's 

questions had been "precise" and there was "a potential for difficulty and 

confusion if we enter into my trying to explain the difference, if any, between kill 

and murder. .. .in a vacuum" ibid p. 230. 

65. Thompson J. and counsel apparently reached a consensus that the jury would be 

told that the previous instructions addressed their question AR Vol. I tab 9, p. 234. 

Thompson J. told the jury that: 

Alright, members of the jury, we have your, your next question, 
you last, most recent question. We've reviewed it and considered 
it. It's a very specific question and the - I don't want you to feel 
offended by the answer that I'm going to give you. What I have to 
say to you is that the instructions that you have that I have given 
you should be sufficient to address the question that you raise. 
And that is the best way that I feel I can answer that question. If 
you - the general instructions are still there. Don't feel that, that, 
that you're being precluded from asking questions. I don't want 
you to, I don't want you to take it that way at all. You still have 
that, you still have that prerogative. But that's the answer that I 
have to give you to the question in, in that I have at the present 
time. It's been a long day, so be patient and I apologize for the 
way that I'm answering you and we'll let you go back to your jury 
room. Thank you. 
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AR Vol. I tab 9, p. 235 

66. The following afternoon the jury found Mr. Neville not guilty of first degree 

murder but guilty of second degree murder of Doug Flynn and attempted murder 

of Ryan Dwyer AR Vol. I tab 10, p. 238. 

Decision of the Supreme Court of Newfoundland and Labrador, Court of Appeal 

67. In addressing the trial judge's response to the jury's third question and dismissing 

the appeal, Welsh lA., with Barry lA. concurring, found that the question 

addressed the difference between to kill and to cause the death of. Welsh stated at 

para 49 AR Vol. I, tab 11, p. 253 that "whether the 'legal definition of "to kill" is 

the same as "to murder''', indicates that the jury felt that they understood the legal 

concept of murder since the question does not seek further information regarding 

the elements of murder." Welsh lA. added ibid at p. 255 para 54 that, in the trial 

judge's previous instructions to the jury: 

All the references to "kill" or its derivatives could be replaced with 
"cause the death of'. None engages a question of intention, which 
may have been considered with the intention required for murder. 
Accordingly, reference back to the written instructions, while not 
the best option, together with the reminder that additional 
questions could be put, was a sufficient answer to the question in 
these circumstances. 

68. In his dissent, Rowe 1.A. stated at para 61 AR Vol. I tab 11, p. 257 that "[t]here 

was no question that Stephen Neville caused Doug Flynn's death" and ibid at para 

60 that "intention was the critical issue in this case". He stated ibid at para 61 that 

"the inference is inescapable that the jury sought the clarification they did because 

they were struggling with the issue of requisite intent for murder." He added ibid 

at para 63 that the trial judge gave the jury no help other "than to refer the jury to 

the written charge which they already had ... That was an error of law. They judge 
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did not cure his error by telling the jury they could ask for further questions. They 

had already asked and received no reply." 

69. Rowe 1.A. would have allowed the appeal and granted a new trial AR Vol. I tab 

11, p. 258, para 64. 

P ART II - QUESTION IN ISSUE 

70. Did the trial judge err in law by giving an inadequate response to jury's the third 

question that the "legal definition of 'to kill' is the same as 'to murder"'? 

PART III - ARGUEMENT 

Standard of Review 

71. The appellant submits that the trial judge erred in law in answering jury's third 

question. The standard of review for an error of law is that of correctness. 

Hausen v. Nikolaisen [2002] 2 S.C.R. 235 Appellant's Authorities (AA), tab 1 at 

para 8 However, as Lamer C.lC. stated for the court in R. v. Jacquard [1997] 1 

S.C.R. 314 AA tab 11 at para 2: "This court has stated on repeated occasions that 

accused individuals are entitled to properly instructed juries. There is, however, 

no requirement for perfectly instructed juries." (italics in original). Lamer C.le. 

added that "the role of the trial judge in charging the jury is to decant and 

simplify" (para 13); that the appellate court "must look at a jury charge in its 

entirety" (para 20); and that in assessing whether the charge properly addressed 

how the evidence related to the legal issues, the appellate court adopts a 

"functional" not an "idealized approach" (para 32). 

72. In the same vein, Bastarache l stated for the majority in R. v. Daley [2007] 3 

S.C.R. 523 AA tab 6 at para 30 that, in considering the adequacy of a jury charge: 
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The cardinal rule is that it is the general sense which the words 
used must have conveyed, in all probability, to the mind of the jury 
that matters, and not whether a particular formula was recited by 
the judge. The particular words used, or the sequence followed, is 
a matter within the discretion of the trial judge and will depend on 
the particular circumstances of the case. 

Hence, "a trial judge must be afforded a certain degree of flexibility in instructing 

the jury". R. v. Hay [2013] 3 S.C.R. 694 AA tab 10 at para 48 per Rothstein 1. for 

the court. Moreover, "an ambiguity in the charge should not automatically be 

resolved in favour of the accused". R. v. Jaw [2009] 3 S.C.R. 26 AA tab 12 at 

para 38 per LeBel J. for the majority. More recently, R. v. Mack [2014] 3 S.C.R. 3 

AA tab 16 at paras 48, 49 & 52 and in R. v. Araya 2015 SCC 11 AA tab 4 at para 

39 re-iterated the principles for appellate review of jury instructions by the trial 

judge. 

73. In the case at bar, experienced defense counsel did not object to the trial judge's 

instructions to the jury. Although not decisive, "defense counsel's failure to 

object to the charge says something about the overall accuracy of the jury 

instructions and the seriousness of the alleged misdirection". Jacquard AA tab 9 

at para. 38 - see as well Araya AA tab 4 at para 51, Mack AA tab 16 at para 60, 

Daley AA tab 6 at para. 58. However, "the jury charge is the responsibility ofthe 

trial judge and not defense counsel" Jacquard AA tab 11 at para. 37. 

74. While the appellant does not take issue with the trial judge's original instructions 

to the jury, they posed some challenges to their comprehension. The original 

instructions addressed the elements of two offences, first degree murder and 

attempted murder, and their included offences, as well as the elements of two 

defences, self defence per s. 34(2) of the Criminal Code AA tab 24, and the 

partial defence to murder of provocation per s. 232 of the Code AA tab 26. 

Moreover, the evidence related to the defences could be used for apparently 
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contradictory purposes - to negate intent for murder or to support acquittals 

despite proof of intent for murder. 

75. In his original instructions, the trial judge gave the jury the so-called "rolled up 

charge" - that they were not to draw the inference that Mr. Neville intended to kill 

"if on the whole of the evidence, including the defences, you have a reasonable 

doubt whether Mr. Neville had one of the intents required for murder." AR Vol. I 

tab 6, p. 152. As to the two intents for murder, please see s. 229 of the Code AA 

tab 25. In effect, in the "rolled up charge" as explained in a line of decisions by 

the Ontario Court of Appeal - see R. v. Robinson [1996] 1 S.C.R. 683 AA tab 20 

at para 59 and R. v. Kent (2005) 196 C.C.C. (3d) 528 (B.C.C.A.) AA tab 14 at 

paras 22 - 30 - the jury must consider whether the cumulative effect of the 

evidence related to the defences negated the intent for murder. If so, the result 

would be a conviction for a lesser, included offence - here, manslaughter and 

aggravated assault. On the other hand, the elements of self defence per s. 34(2) 

AA tab 24 or of provocation per s. 232 AA tab 26 do not negate the intent for 

murder. On the contrary, self defence per s. 34(2) "comes into play in those 

situations where an accused intentionally kills or intentionally causes grievous 

bodily harm to his assailant," R. v. Desveaux (1986) 26 C.C.C. (3d) 88 (Ont. 

C.A.) AA tab 7 at para 12 per Cory lA. (as he then was); and the partial defence 

of provocation, which can reduce murder to manslaughter, arises "only when the 

jury is satisfied that the crown has proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the 

accused had one or the other of the two intents in murder." Kent AA tab 14 at 

para 17 citing R. v. Parent [2001] 1 S.C.R. 761 at para 6 and R. v. Gilling (1997) 

117 C.C.C. (3d) 444 (Ont. C.A.) at para 22. 

76. The pennissible but apparently contradictory use of the same evidence can be 

difficult to grasp. In addition, the general rule is that "an error in the recharge on 

the question presented (by the jury) will not be saved by a correct charge which 

was given earlier." R. v. S. (WD.) [199] 3 S.C.R. 521 at p. 537 AA tab 22 at para 

34(5). 
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Jury's Third Question 

"We realize that this may be a ridiculous question ... We would like to clarify that the 

legal definition of 'to kill' is the same as 'to murder' thank you". 

77. In S. (WD.) at p. 537 AA tab 22 Cory l ruled for the majority that a trial judge's 

answer to a jury's question "must be correct and comprehensive" and that "[ e ]ven 

if the issue was covered in the original charge it must, in its essence, be repeated 

even if this seems to be repetitious" (para 34(3)). Cory J. added that the jury's 

question indicates their "confusion or concern" that "must be correctly addressed 

on the re-charge;" and that "the longer the delay the more important it will be that 

the re-charge be correct and comprehensive" (para 34(5). The delay in S. (WD.) 

AA tab 22 was four hours and "it was therefore essential the response be correct 

and comprehensive" (p. 531, para 20). Here, the delay was at least eight hours -

see Appearance Detail Report, AR Vol. II, tab 15, p. 269 - 271. 

78. A repetition of portions of the original charge may be sufficient to answer a jury's 

question R. v. Layton [2009] 2 S.C.R. 540 AA tab 15 at para 23. The issue is 

whether the answer is responsive to the question. Layton AA tab 14 at para 33; R. 

v. Miljevic [2011] 1 S.c.R. 203 AA tab 17 at para 2. In any case, "[a]ssistance 

must be provided" Layton AA tab 15 at para 20 citing S. (WD.). 

79. Where a Jury apparently accepts the trial judge's answer and asks no more 

questions despite being encouraged to do so, this may indicate that the judge's 

response was sufficient. However, this is not necessarily the case when the jury's 

question is unclear. Oland lA. stated for the court in R. v. B. (NJ) (2004) 183 

C.C.C. (3d) 180 (N.S.C.A.) AA tab 5 at para 26: 

The jury did not seek any further explanation before reaching a 
verdict. The readiness of this jury to return with questions is 
demonstrated by its having returned with four questions within the 
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first four hours of deliberations. However, while there is some 
case law where the failure of a jury to ask for further explanation 
or clarification was taken to indicate satisfaction with the judge's 
answer, this has not been accepted as determinative where the 
question was an ambiguous one. 

80. If a question is ambiguous, the trial judge must seek clarification from the 

foreperson of the jury to ensure that the court's answer is responsive. This was 

the ruling of O'Neill lA. in his dissent in R. v. Allen (2002) 208 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 

250 (N.L.C.A.) AA tab 2 at para 108. The dissent allowed the conviction appeal 

because of errors in the trial judge's re-charge to the jury on parties to an offence. 

In adopting this dissent and allowing the defense appeal, the Supreme Court of 

Canada stated that "the trial judge did not answer the jury's question with the 

clarity and comprehensiveness required by the applicable jurisprudence ... " [2003] 

1 S.C.R. 223 AA tab 3 at para 3. 

81. In ruling at para 108 that "it was incumbent on the trial judge to question the 

foreman of the jury to ascertain clearly what the jury's concern was", O'Neill lA. 

in Allen AA tab 2 relied upon R. v. Fleiner (1985) 23 C.C.C. (3d) 415 (Ont. c.A.) 

AA tab 8 and R. v. Mohamed (1991) 64 C.C.C. (3d) 1 (B.C.C.A.) AA tab 19 - see 

applicable quotes from each case at paras 116-118 in Allen AA tab 2. Subsequent 

decisions have adopted O'Neill lA.'s ruling and the authorities he cited. In R. v. 

H (1.1.) (2003) 176 C.C.C. (3d) 526 (Man. C.A.) AA tab 9 Freedmen lA. stated 

for the court at para 72 and 73: 

72 In order for a jury's question to give "the clearest possible 
indication of the particular problem that the jury is confronting," 
the question itself must be clear. Similarly, in order for the trial 
judge to "clearly, correctly and comprehensively" answer the 
jury's question, the judge must be certain what the jury is asking. 
If the jury's question is unclear, it follows that the trial judge 
should clarify the question by whatever method is best in the 
circumstances in order to gain "the clearest possible indication of 
the particular problems that the jury is confronting," and in order to 
be able to give a clear, correct and comprehensive answer. 
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73 The judge here should have sought and obtained 
clarification of the question. Only then should it have been 
answered. 

82. In B. (N.J) AA tab 5, Oland lA. stated at para 22: 

However, a faultless original charge cannot save a significant 
mistake on the recharge: see W (D)., supra at para 19. It is 
undisputed that the last question was an ambiguous one. It is 
apparent from the record that the judge and counsel were uncertain 
as to what it might be directed. The case law reviewed above 
makes it clear that it would have been preferable had the trial judge 
eliminated any ambiguity in that question by seeking clarification 
before responding. He could have had the jury return to the jury 
room and re-draft the question. He could have obtained 
clarification from the foreperson in open court. Counsel went 
along with the trial judge who thought that his response should be 
directed to s. 153. In my view, this cannot cure any error or 
omission in his answer. It remains the trial judge's responsibility 
to ensure that his response addresses the jury's concern. 

83. In R. v. Kahnapace (2010) 76 C.R. (6 th
) 38 (B.C.C.A.) AA tab 13, Smith lA. 

stated for the court at para 50 that: "failure to clarify questions (by the jury) that 

are unclear or ambiguous may amount to reversible error." 

84. It has been argued that, in seeking clarification of a jury's question, the court may 

cause the jury to disclose the nature of their confidential deliberations, although 

this concern seems misguided - every question by a jury discloses something 

about the nature of their deliberations. In any event, the concern can be 

"minimized or even eliminated" if the trial judge asks leading questions and 

cautions the foreperson not "to disclose any views which the members of the jury 

may have on the evidence ... " Mohamed AA tab 19 at para 34. 
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Application of Law to Facts 

85. The trial judge, the crown prosecutors and defence counsel all expressed 

confusion about what the jury's third question meant AR Vol. I tab 9, p. 224 -

234. Their question could be viewed as narrow or broad - were they asking about 

first degree murder, or about the intent for second degree murder, attempted 

murder and manslaughter or about the elements of provocation or about some 

combination of these? Since the question was ambiguous, it was incumbent upon 

the trial judge to seek clarification to ensure that his answer was responsive. 

86. Instead of seeking clarification the trial judge simply asked the jury to apply his 

previous instructions without specifically referring to any of them AR Vol. I tab 

9, p. 234. Unlike the situation in Layton AA tab 15 at para 24, where the trial 

judge had previously given the jury written instructions that addressed their 

question, the trial judge did not give the jury written instructions on intent to 

commit second degree murder or on the elements of manslaughter AR Vol. I tab 

7. In simply referring to his previous instructions, which gave rise to the jury's 

confusion in the first place, he likely did nothing to dispel their confusion. 

87. Although the trial judge encouraged the jury to ask further questions, they had, in 

the words of Rowe J.A. in his dissent, "already asked and received no reply." AR 

Vol. I tab 11, p. 257, para 63. This did not encourage a repetition of their 

question. This situation is similar to the one in Layton, in which Rothstein J. for 

the majority ordered a new trial because the trial judge implied in her answer to 

the jury's question that she could not assist them - AA Tab 15 para 31. 

88. The jury did not understand the difference between "to kill" and "to murder" in a 

case in which they found the appellant guilty of second degree murder and 

attempted murder. As Rowe 1.A. stated, intent for murder was the "critical issue" 

and "the inference is inescapable that the jury sought the clarification they did 

because they were struggling with the issue of the requisite intent for murder." 
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AR Vol. I tab 11, p. 257 paras 60 & 61. There was no question on the evidence 

whether Mr. Neville killed or caused the death of Mr. Flynn, an issue that Welsh 

lA. and Barry lA. identified for the majority as underlying the jury's third 

question ibid p. 254 - 255, paras 50 - 52. The issues were whether Mr. Neville 

murdered Mr. Flynn and attempted to murder Mr. Dwyer. At a minimum, the trial 

judge should have instructed the jury that the intent for murder distinguished "to 

kill" from "to murder"; and, preferably, that self defence could apply to both 

offences and that the partial defence to murder of provocation became an issue if 

the crown proved intent for murder beyond any reasonable doubt. 

89. The law was relatively complex in this case. Although the trial judge correctly 

instructed and reinstructed the jury on "planned and deliberate" murder, including 

the effect of provocation in nullifYing this element (see R. v. Mitchell [1964] 

S.C.R. 471 AA tab 18 at para 32, AR Vol. I, tab 6, p. 154 & Decision Tree, AR 

Vol. I, tab 7, p. 199), the jury also had to understand both the intent for second 

degree murder and its interplay with the defences - that self defence and 

provocation could apply if the crown proved intent to murder but that the 

cumulative effect of the evidence related to both defences could negate this intent; 

and that while the statutory defence of provocation under s. 232 of the Code did 

not apply to attempted murder and self defence did, they were to consider the 

evidence of provocation and self defence in determining intent to kill for this 

offence. The jury's confusion was not surprising, although its source is uncertain 

because the trial judge did not ask the foreperson to clarifY what their concern was 

AR Vol. I, tab 9, p. 234. 

90. The opening sentence of the jury's question - "We realize that this may be a 

ridiculous question ... " - should not diminish its importance AR Vol. I, tab 8, p. 

216. The opening sentence may reflect excessive deference to the trial judge's 

legal training as well as the jury's recognition that their question was 

fundamental. 
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91. For these reasons, the appellant submits that the trial judge's response to the jury's 

third question was inadequate and an error of law. 

Curative Proviso 

92. s. 686(1 )(b )(iii) of the Criminal Code states that: 

On the hearing of an appeal against a conviction or against a 
verdict that the appellant is unfit to stand trial or not criminally 
responsible on account of mental disorder, the court of appeal 

(b) may dismiss the appeal where 

(iii) notwithstanding that the court is of the opinion that on any 
ground mentioned in subparagraph (a)(ii) the appeal might be 
decided in favour of the appellant, it is of the opinion that no 
substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice has occurred. 

93. The appellant submits that the trial judge's error was serious rather than harmless 

or minor as it concerned the requisite intent for murder, the critical issue in the 

case. Under these circumstances, the test for invoking the curative proviso is 

onerous - that "the evidence is so overwhelming that a trier of fact would 

inevitably convict" R. v. S.(P.L.) [1991] 1 S.C.R. 909 at p. 916 AA tab 21 at para 

43, a standard that is "a substantially higher one than the requirement that the 

crown prove its case 'beyond a reasonable doubt' at trial". R. v. Trochym [2007] 

1 S.C.R. 239 AA tab 23 at para 82. Spence J. expressed the same test another 

way in R. v. Colpitts [1965] S.C.R. 739 at p. 744, which Sopinka J. quoted with 

approval in S. (P.L.) at p. 917 AA tab 21 at para 44: 

I am of the opinion that this court cannot place itself in the position 
of a jury and weigh these various pieces of evidence. If there is 
any possibility that twelve reasonable men, properly charged, 
would have a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the accused, then 
this Court should not apply the provisions of s. 592(1)(b)(iii) to 
affirm a conviction. 

(italics added by Sopinka J.) 
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Application of Law to Facts 

94. The evidence was overwhelming that Mr. Neville killed Mr. Flynn and seriously 

injured Mr. Dwyer. The real questions for the jury were: 1) did the crown prove 

intent to commit second degree murder and attempted murder? 2) if the jury 

accepted this, did the crown prove that self defence did not apply to second 

degree murder and to attempted murder and that provocation did not apply to 

second degree murder? The appellant submits that affirmative answers were not 

inevitable to any of these questions. 

95. Although Rowe lA. in his dissent commented as obiter that self defence did not 

have an air of reality in this case AR Vol. I tab 11, p. 257 para 61, the trial found 

an air of reality to self defence and provocation. AR Vol. I tabs 2 & 3. Evidence 

supported both defences: self defence - the history of car chases and assaults by 

or instigated by Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn of Mr. Neville and his friends in 

September and October, 2010, the threats by Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn against 

Mr. Neville and his friends, their threats against Mr. Neville on October 8th
, their 

fight with Mr. Neville outside Mr. Crant's car on October 9th where they 

outnumbered Mr. Neville two to one, and Mr. Neville's statements on October 9th 

to Sean Ripco, Brittany Whitty, Cst. Thistle, and Cst. Warren that he acted in self 

defence; provocation - the same history of hostility in September and October, 

2010 plus insults by Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn to Mr. Neville, including their 

updates on their Facebook pages on October 8t
\ their pursuit of Mr. Crant's car 

on October 9th while yelling at Mr. Neville, the proverbial last straw in their 

provocative conduct, and Mr. Neville's comment to Brittany Whitty on October 

9th that Mr. Dwyer and Mr. Flynn "pushed me. They pushed me ... They wouldn't 

stop." The cumulative effect of all this evidence also provided a basis for the 

inference that Mr. Neville acted instinctively, in the sudden excitement of the 

moment, without foresight of the consequences of his actions and, therefore, 

without the intent for second degree murder and attempted murder. This inference 
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would support convictions for the lesser, included offences of manslaughter and 

aggravated assault. 

96. For these reasons, the appellant submits that the curative proviso does not apply. 

PART IV - SUBMISSIONS CONCERNING COST 

97. The appellant makes no submissions concerning costs. 

PART V - ORDER SOUGHT 

98. Allow the appeal, quash the convictions for 2nd degree murder and attempted 

murder and order a new trial per s. 686(2)(b) - s. 695(1) of the Criminal Code. 

DATED AT St. John's in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, this?-day of 
July, 2015. 
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